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Step-by-Step, Full-Color Graphics!Get started using Outlook 2007 right away--the QuickSteps
way. Color screenshots and clear instructions show you how to use all the new and improved
features. Follow along and learn to work with the new Office interface and ribbon; send, receive,
and manage e-mail; enter contact information; schedule appointments; set up tasks; and use the
Journal.You'll also find out how to manage files and folders, secure your e-mail, and block junk
mail and spam. Plus, you can flip straight to the information you need easily using the color-
coded tabs. Get the book that gets you started using Outlook 2007 in no time.In each
chapter:Shortcuts for accomplishing common tasksNeed-to-know facts in concise
narrativeHelpful reminders or alternate ways of doing thingsBonus information related to the
topic being coveredErrors and pitfalls to avoid

33 of 35 people found the following review helpful:5.0 out of 5 stars 100% Worthwhile
Investment, April 29, 2008 By K. Blaeser skipblazer (Boston, MA USA) - See all my reviews
(REAL NAME)Like many new Kindle users, I bought this cool tricks Kindle book on my first
buying spree about 2 months ago. I reserved judgment on how useful it would be until now,
giving myself a chance to both read the material and receive the very helpful free emails that the
author offers as a bonus, if you choose to send him your email address. The very first tip that
came through that I used, a tip on a free download, in one click repaid the cost of the initial cool
tricks book. High energy author who is motivated to find a position in this new market, and why
not? Someone's got to save time for the rest of us, and I appreciate it. --Ebook Library Customer
Reviews<br /><br />33 of 35 people found the following review helpful:5.0 out of 5 stars 100%
Worthwhile Investment, April 29, 2008 By K. Blaeser skipblazer (Boston, MA USA) - See all my
reviews (REAL NAME)Like many new Kindle users, I bought this cool tricks Kindle book on my
first buying spree about 2 months ago. I reserved judgment on how useful it would be until now,
giving myself a chance to both read the material and receive the very helpful free emails that the
author offers as a bonus, if you choose to send him your email address. The very first tip that
came through that I used, a tip on a free download, in one click repaid the cost of the initial cool
tricks book. High energy author who is motivated to find a position in this new market, and why
not? Someone's got to save time for the rest of us, and I appreciate it. --Ebook Library Customer
Reviews ... 9 of 12 people found the following review helpful: 5.0 out of 5 starsINSPIRING AND
MAKES YOU WONDER WHAT ELSE THERE IS INSIDE THIS DEVICE..., May 3, 2008 By M.
BurgosExpert Kindle graphics artist (Brooklyn, NY) - See all my reviews (REAL NAME)Very
interesting read. Ebooks like this should be encouraged. There's clearly more to the Kindle than
meets the eye! --Ebook Library Customer Reviews .... With over 30,000 copies sold, The
Complete User's Guide to the Amazing Ebook Library Kindle has helped thousands of current



and prospective Kindle owners get the most out of their Kindles or conduct the due diligence
necessary to decide if the device makes sense for them. Here are just a few of the dozens of five-
star reviews that this book has received since it was first published in beta form under the title
How to Use the Ebook Library Kindle for Email and Other Cool Tricks in December
2007:Stephen Windwalker has done it again. --Manuel Burgos, author of Graphics on the
Kindle77 of 82 people found the following review helpful:Great info for Kindle readers, many
thanks!, March 26, 2008 By P.E. (TN, USA)Informative and expanding, much information that an
avid reader-turned-Kindle-reader might otherwise miss. Available elsewhere? Definitely, and
those with an urge to tinker will find it. But if your focus is on the books and you are the sort who
looks for answers in the user manual, then articles such as this are invaluable. This is the first
review I have ever submitted to Ebook Library. Must admit that the electronic shouting matches
that many of these review lists become puts me off. But the potential for a real paradigm shift in
how we use, and value, cyber access exists here and the window won't likely stay open long.
The more folks learn about the possibilities, the greater the push. Stephen Windwalker appears
to be writing for the typical Kindle buyer who wants an electronic reader for the convenience of
having a lot of books in a small, transportable package. --Ebook Library Customer Reviews33 of
35 people found the following review helpful:5.0 out of 5 stars 100% Worthwhile Investment,
April 29, 2008 By K. Blaeser skipblazer (Boston, MA USA) - See all my reviews (REAL
NAME)Like many new Kindle users, I bought this cool tricks Kindle book on my first buying
spree about 2 months ago. I reserved judgment on how useful it would be until now, giving
myself a chance to both read the material and receive the very helpful free emails that the author
offers as a bonus, if you choose to send him your email address. The very first tip that came
through that I used, a tip on a free download, in one click repaid the cost of the initial cool tricks
book. High energy author who is motivated to find a position in this new market, and why not?
Someone's got to save time for the rest of us, and I appreciate it. --Ebook Library Customer
Reviews9 of 12 people found the following review helpful: 5.0 out of 5 starsINSPIRING AND
MAKES YOU WONDER WHAT ELSE THERE IS INSIDE THIS DEVICE..., May 3, 2008 By M.
BurgosExpert Kindle graphics artist (Brooklyn, NY) - See all my reviews (REAL NAME)Very
interesting read. Ebooks like this should be encouraged. There's clearly more to the Kindle than
meets the eye! --Ebook Library Customer ReviewsAbout the AuthorStephen Windwalker is the
founder of Harvard Perspectives Press, the Kindle Home Page website at
kindlehomepage.blogspot.com, and the author of half a dozen books and numerous articles and
short stories. He reports: I cut my teeth as a writer covering the Cape Cod Baseball League and
other sports for what was then called the Cape Cod Standard-Times and later the Boston Globe,
studied the craft of writing with Robert Lowell, Kurt Vonnegut, Monroe Engel and Carter Wilson,
and served as Fiction Editor of the Harvard Advocate. In 1999 I founded a small independent
publishing company called Harvard Perspectives Press (named after two of my favorite
institutions from my undergraduate years, the Harvard House of Pizza and the Harvard Wine
Company), and it has done astonishingly well, with a couple of niche bestsellers, other work that



we have been proud to publish, and now some stunning successes with the Kindle publishing
platform. I'm proud to be a member of the Boston chapter of the National Writers Union and the
Independent Book Publishers Association.
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arthur wilkerson, “Outlook 2007. Very well written and informative but a little of it was hard to
follow for me, but I'm a little tech challenged.”

Raine, “Outlook 2007 Review. I purchased this book in September '10 and it came quickly
through the mail. This book is very informative and very visual. It outlines all features in such a
precise manner. I am very happy with this book and highly recommend this book. I am, also,
ordering my 3rd book since my students love the book as well.”

Joli Ballew, “I use this book to teach Outlook at my local community college. I teach Outlook at
the local community college near my home in Dallas, Texas. I use this book to teach the class.
My students love all the pictures, and the book is easy for them to follow along with. I, as a
teacher, can skip around too, which makes my life easier! Some books must be read from start
to finish; this book can be used that way,or, it can be used as a reference book and read in any
order you like.”

hamish, “EXCEPTIONAL VALUE. Both books were described as good condition, and they
certainly are. We have purchased used books in the past and have always found them to be as
described. Buying these on line, used, saved us £15 which as pensioners on a fixed income is
extremely good.The books arrived, well packaged. We are delighted with our purchase and
would certainly use this supplier again.”

The book by John Laird Farrar has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 5 people have provided feedback.
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